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Central PA Science Support Group 4- Safely Ingress and Egress Fishing 
Boat 

 
Overview 
Our sponsor is an avid fisherman that has a disease that has drastically 
decreased his ability to grasp as well as severe muscle/stability loss in the 
legs. This has left him unable to safely get in and out of his boat. The task is to create a system that will 
safely, quickly, and efficiently allow him to get in and out of the water onto his boat in case of an 
emergency or in the case of leisurely swimming.  
 

Objectives 
To come up with a cost efficient product that is lightweight, portable, easy to install for Marty Kester to 
ingress and egress from the boat easily without any injuries or stress from that occurs from the current 
model. 
 

Approach 
 Researched current systems on the market to gather ideas 

 Held brainstorming sessions to generate new ideas since no current ones were found 

 Met with project sponsors and presented initial ideas, got an idea approved to start with 

 Accepted idea was an additional platform that would hang off of the existing swim ladder on the 
boat 

 Created CAD models for our proposed idea 

 Created a prototype from wood and PVC pipe 

 Received materials for final design (aluminium piping, diamond plate, pop rivets etc.) 

 Assembled our platform system with combination of TIG welding and pop riveting 

 Conducted a deflection test by adding weight to the platform to analyse the vertical deflection 

 Added more supports in areas where we saw the greatest deformations 

 Presented final model and design to sponsor at the showcase while giving them our 
recommendations for future projects 

Outcomes 
 Designed a functioning system that will allow 

sponsor to safely get in and out of his boat 

 Improved existing system almost infinitesimally 
due to lack of prior system 

 Documented all difficulties along the way to 
provide good framework for continued projects 
 


